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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to designing interactive workflow to achieve guaranteed completion. The approach is based on the idea of modeling motivation, representing how the workflow solicits actions from its environment. The concept of motivation is used to differentiate between actions that are solicited by the workflow and actions that are not solicited, and happen spontaneously. We describe how to analyze progress in workflows that contain both solicited and spontaneous actions and establish guaranteed completion. We describe how to reason about time, and determine the maximum time a workflow requires to reach completion.
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1 Introduction

It is now universally the case that an office worker has a desktop computer providing access to both local productivity applications, such as word processing and spreadsheets, and access via a network to the organization’s central business systems. It is now routine for workers to interact with core business applications, and consequently for these systems to play an integral part in the execution and management of business processes. As a result, support for business processes is now a key component of enterprise systems, and the analysis and design of business process forms a central part of the software development and implementation lifecycle.

1.1 Workflow and Motivation

This paper is concerned with a particular class of process support systems, generally termed “workflow”, where the software plays an active role in soliciting actions from the environment. To introduce the idea, we use the example of a car fuel gauge, as shown in Figure 1. The gauge shows the amount of fuel left in the tank and has a low-fuel light, shown by the “E” on the left hand side,
that comes on when the tank is almost empty: say just one litre of fuel left. The purpose of the light is to alert the driver of the need to refuel, and in this sense the light has a deontic\(^1\) significance in the sense that when the light is on, refueling needs to take place.

When the low-fuel light is lit we talk of refueling being solicited. Of course, the driver is quite free to refuel the car when the light is not lit, and then we talk of refueling being spontaneous. Similarly a business workflow is able to determine what actions should happen next and then interact with the environment to advance the process. Typically the operator or agent\(^2\) responsible for performing the action is a human in an office environment, and the means used to solicit action is an “electronic to-do list” displayed on the agent’s screen. This kind of mechanism is discussed by many authors on workflow, for instance by van der Aalst [21]. Different means of alerting users to the need for action are used in other types of environment, such as a visual or auditory signals in a factory or control room, but the underlying concept is the same. We call this mechanism motivation in the workflow.

Not all actions in a workflow are solicited. For instance, in an order processing workflow operated by a supplier, a customer who has placed an order that is progressing through the workflow process may choose to amend or cancel it. Such an action would obviously not be solicited by the workflow and would therefore, in our terminology, be modeled as spontaneous. If processing an order were at an advanced stage, a late amendment from the customer might require reprocessing earlier steps and so delay completion. It is quite often the case that spontaneous actions are, in this sense, regressive.

Note that spontaneous actions in a workflow are not initiated by an agent responding to a to-do list but by some other means. In the order processing example above, the customer might be able to enter an amendment or cancelation of their order to the workflow remotely, via a web based interface. It is also possible that the workflow is updated to reflect spontaneous actions as part of a batch update process; or, in a distributed workflow, for a spontaneous action to arrive as a message from another participant.

---

\(^1\) Deontic means concerned with obligation, permission, and related concepts.

\(^2\) We use agent and operator interchangeably.
1.2 Operator Commitments

In order for the low-fuel light to be effective, the operator (the driver of the car) has to understand its meaning. Specifically, we assume that the driver agrees to observe an Operator Commitment (hereafter abbreviated OC) in this case as follows: As soon as the light comes on, the driver undertakes that within 20 km the car is refueled sufficiently for the light to go off again. This OC gives a behavioral meaning to the light and, as along as it is obeyed, the car will never run out of fuel (provided that a litre of fuel is at least enough for 20 km of travel). As in the case of the low-fuel light, the operators from whom action is solicited by a workflow are bound by agreed OCs to react in a timely manner. In the business world such an agreement would normally be part of a formal (in the sense of agreed and documented) service agreement. The usual business terms, for instance used by the ITIL service management reference [18], are Service level Agreement (SLA) for an agreement that relates to end-to-end service time; and Operation-Level Agreement (OLA) for one that relates to an operational step or sub-processes forming part of a service. We have chosen to use the generic term Operator Commitment instead of SLA and OLA as these encompass aspects of service management and quality (such as reliability, availability and cost) that we do not consider.

We will assume that, when an action is solicited from an agent by a workflow, the agent is subject to an OC under which the agent undertakes to complete the action within a defined time. We will use this to reason about the time required for a workflow to complete.

1.3 Contribution

The use of workflow to help manage and drive business processes has been around for over twenty years. In the early days such systems were seen as electronic replacements for paper-based workflow systems but in recent times, driven by a combination of increasing service specialization and ubiquitous network connectivity both inside and across organizations, they are enabling new forms of business organization and process based around service orientation and business process outsourcing. This is now manifesting itself as business process integration across organization boundaries in such areas as supply chain, order processing, claims handling and financial trading. Ensuring service levels requires that the models that drive workflow are guaranteed to progress to completion successfully within defined target timescales. Such targets are increasingly being formalized in legal Service Level Agreements (SLAs) carrying financial penalties for non-compliance and it is becoming a commercial imperative to ensure that workflow automation always works, in the sense that a process once initiated will complete in the prescribed time under all possible event scenarios.

The approach described in this paper addresses the challenge of modeling and analyzing workflows where:
The workflow propels itself forward by soliciting actions from its environment.
Not all the actions that take place in the workflow are solicited, and some take
place spontaneously at the whim of the environment, without solicitation.
The distinction between spontaneous and solicited actions is not supported by
workflow modeling and model analysis techniques that have been previously
described, but is required in order to reasoning correctly about progress and completion.

Specifically, the contributions made in this paper are:

- A new modeling technique that supports the distinction between solicited
  and spontaneous actions in workflow.
- An analysis method that establishes whether or not a workflow model employ-
  ing both solicited and spontaneous actions is bound to complete; and, where
  completion is guaranteed, a method for determining maximum completion
time.

This paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 explains how a workflow is modeled and illustrates this with a small
example. Sections 3 and 4 show how a workflow is analyzed to show that it progresses,
first under certain simplifying assumptions and then in general. Section 5 defines the conditions that a workflow is bound to complete and de-
scribes how maximum completion time can be determined. Section 6 relates our work to other research into workflow and modal modeling. Section 7 describes future directions of this research and Section 8 provides conclusions.

2 Modeling Workflow

In this section, we describe how we model workflow. We start by describing the key concepts of can-model and want-model, which is the way we differentiate between solicited and spontaneous actions. We then describe how the can- and want-models of a workflow are represented.

2.1 Can Model and Want Model

We take the following to be axiomatic in our approach to modeling workflow:

1. A workflow progresses by soliciting actions from agents in the environment.
2. The agents responsible for supplying solicited actions enter into Operational
   Commitments (OCs) whereby they undertake to respond within a set time.
3. Actions that are not solicited (spontaneous actions) may also happen.
4. The determination of when an action needs to occur, and should therefore
   be solicited by the workflow, is driven by the state of the system.
To model the distinction between solicited and spontaneous actions we create two separate models, which we call the can-model and the want-model. At any given state of the workflow, the can-model states what actions can happen, whether solicited or not. Similarly, at any given state of the workflow, the want-model states what actions need to happen to achieve progress. The want-model defines which actions the workflow solicits from external agents by causing appropriate entries to appear on their to-do lists. We say that the want-model provides the motivation in the workflow.

We use a state-transition based modeling technique called Protocol Modeling to represent both the can- and the want-models of a workflow. The following sections provide an informal description of the technique; a full description is given by McNeile et al. in [2].

2.2 Basics of Protocol Modeling

As an introduction to Protocol Modeling (hereafter abbreviated PM) we describe a simple bank account model. In Figure 2 a simple bank account is described using three state machines, called protocol machines, labeled A1, A2 and A3. These three machines are in parallel composition with composition semantics following that of the parallel operator || of Hoare’s CSP [5]. So the behavior of the account is described as $A_1 \parallel A_2 \parallel A_3$. We now explain each of the three machines in turn, and then explain how they combine to give the account behavior.

The first machine, $A_1$, provides the basic account behavior, showing that the Open must happen first, followed by any number of Deposit and Withdraw actions, followed by the Close. In some states more than one action is possible:
so in the state **active** A1 can respond to Deposit, Withdraw or Close but will refuse Open. This machine maintains the balance of the account using the updates indicated in the bubbles attached to the transitions. The balance is a local variable owned by A1 and only A1 may alter its value, although other composed machines may access it. This machine takes the form of a traditional state machine in which each transition takes the machine to a new state (or, in the case of reflexive transitions like those for the Deposit and Withdraw events, back to its old state). The current state should be thought of as another local variable of the machine with an enumerated type, allowing values {dot, active, closed}. The set of actions that a machine describes, in this case: {Open, Close, Deposit, Withdraw}, is called the alphabet of the machine.

Any machine in PM may have local storage variables, although in this example only A1 does so. Only the machine owning a variable can change its value, and only when moving to its next state in response to an event.

The machine A2, whose alphabet is just {Close}, expresses the fact that the account may only be closed if it is in credit. Instead of having its state stored as part of the local storage, this machine has its state derived by a state function, as shown in Figure 2, that returns an enumerated type allowing values {in credit, overdrawn}. The arrow for Close represents the fact that Close is only possible for this machine when the state is in credit. Because their states are derived rather than driven by transitions, protocol machines that use derived states can be topologically disconnected; so as A2 does not use transitions as a basis for state determination, the arrow for Close does not need to lead to a state. For graphical emphasis, the state icons in derived-state machines (A2 and A3) are shown with a double outline.

The final machine A3, whose alphabet is just {Withdraw}, expresses the fact that the account has a limit of -$50 below which the balance is not allowed to go. The machine does this by constraining a Withdraw action on the basis that the state resulting from the withdrawal must be in limit. In PM this is called a post-state constraint, as it constrains the possibility of an event on the basis of the state that would result if it were to take place. Like A2, A3 is topologically disconnected because its state is derived rather than driven by transitions.

As the three machines are in parallel composition with composition semantics following that of the parallel operator || of CSP, whereby an event can take place unless refused (not allowed) by any machine that has the event in its alphabet. Thus the Close can only take place if A1 is in state active and A2 is in state in credit, with A3 uninvolved as Close is not in its alphabet. A post-state constraint violation is taken as a refusal, on equal footing with a pre-state constraint (the lack of a transition starting at the current state), so a Withdraw

---

The discussion of workflow in the remainder of this paper does not use post-state constraints. However, they can be used without change to any of the ideas or analysis techniques.
may only take place if \( A_1 \) is in the state \textbf{active} and the result of the withdrawal is that \( A_3 \) is in the state \textbf{in limit}. Throughout this paper we use the graphical convention that multiple machines in the same figure, such as those in Figure 2, are in parallel composition.

Finally note that protocol models describe the possible orderings of actions (the possible traces) of a system but have no role in selecting between traces in the context of a particular execution. If the PM of Account is in a state where any of \textit{Deposit}, Withdraw or \textit{Close} is possible next, it is the environment that decides which actually happens and not the model.

As this example illustrates, protocol machines come in two types: \textit{stored-state} (\( A_1 \)) and \textit{derived-state} (\( A_2 \) and \( A_3 \)), reflecting whether the state attribute of a machine (the attribute which indicates its current state) is a \textit{stored} or a \textit{derived} attribute. Conceptually, a derived state attribute is identical to the UML concept of \textit{Derived Element}, see [15]; although UML does not envisage this concept being utilized to model state.

![Fig. 3. Expense Claim Process: Can-Model](image-url)

### 2.3 Example Workflow

Now we illustrate how PM is used to model the can-model and the want-model of a workflow. Figure 3 shows a simple expense claim approval process. The process involves actions by an \textbf{Employee}, who may \textit{Submit} and \textit{Withdraw} a claim; a \textbf{Supervisor}, who reviews a claim and can \textit{Pass} or \textit{Fail} the claim; and a \textbf{Manager} who may \textit{Authorize} payment against claim once it has been passed by the Supervisor. The Manager has discretion to authorize less than the full claim amount. If the Supervisor does not pass the claim on review, the Employee may \textit{Correct} and \textit{Resubmit} it after correction, but may only resubmit once.
Figure 3 is the can-model of the workflow, and is expressed as the composition of two stored-state machines: \( EC_1 \parallel EC_2 \). The first machine, \( EC_1 \), shows the main path of the process. The second, \( EC_2 \), represents the fact that the Employee may Withdraw the claim at any point up to when it is passed or rejected.

![Fig. 4. Expense Claim Process: Want-Model](image)

However, this can-model by itself is like the fuel gauge without the low-fuel light: there is no model of motivation. Figure 4 shows the want-model for the expense claim workflow and models the motivation, by showing when actions are solicited. The want-model consists of two composed derived-state machines: \( EW_1 \parallel EW_2 \) (although, as their alphabets are disjoint, these machines are effectively independent). Both machines use a state derived from the state of the can-model so that, for instance, when the \( EC_1 \) is in state submitted (which has label (b)) and \( EC_2 \) is not in state withdrawn (label (l)) then the want-model indicates that Pass and Fail are both “wanted actions”. However, although both of these actions are wanted, the can-model ensures that only one of them can actually take place.

### 2.4 Discussion

The can-model and the want-model work together to define the behavior of the workflow. The following scenario illustrates this:

1. Employee Fred submits claim 1234.
2. As this claim is now in the state (submitted and active) in the can-model, the actions Pass 1234 and Fail 1234 are possible. Moreover, by virtue of \( EW_1 \), these actions are both also wanted and, as these are Supervisor actions, they are solicited from Supervisor Sue by appearing in her electronic to-do list.
3. Supervisor Sue chooses to Fail 1234 and submits this decision to the system. As the claim is now in state (failed and active) in the can-model, the actions Pass 1234 and Fail 1234 are no longer possible and so these are removed from Sue’s to-do list. In this new state the actions Resubmit 1234 and Withdraw 1234 are now both possible. The first of these is wanted by
virtue of $EW_1$ and the second is wanted by virtue of $EW_2$ and, as they are both Employee actions, both now appear in Fred’s to-do list.

4. Fred decides to Withdraw his claim. As the can-model is now in state withdrawn, no further action is either possible or wanted, so the workflow has finished.

As this scenario shows, the synchronization between the workflow and the to-do lists are based on the states of both the can-model and the want-model, so an action appears on a to-do list only when it is both possible (in the can-model) and wanted (in the want-model). For instance, after step 1 in the above scenario when Fred has submitted a claim and Sue’s to-do list asks her to either Pass or Fail it, Fred could Withdraw it. If this happened the claim would be in the state withdrawn, so Sue’s actions would no longer be wanted by $EW_1$ and would be removed from her to-do list, even though she has not acted on them.

Note that it is possible for an action to be wanted in one state and not in another, even though it is possible in both. The Withdraw action illustrates this: after Submit it is possible but not wanted, but after Fail it is both possible and wanted. So after a Fail, Withdraw will appear in the employee’s to-do list. This is like refueling the car, which is possible whether or not the low fuel light is lit.

The job of the expense claim system is to drive a process whereby actions/decisions are solicited from the agents competent to make them. Thus Sue is asked to Pass or Fail a claim. The workflow does not replace or automate the function of these agents.

2.5 Form of the Want-Model

The machines in the want-model ($EW_1$ and $EW_2$) use derived states and own no attributes. This means that their transitions perform no update to the state of the workflow, and thus are side-effect free. We always require that the want-model is side-effect free for the following reason. Suppose that machine $P$ can engage in an action $x$, and consider two occasions on which $x$ is possible and takes place:

− On the first occasion, $x$ is wanted by $P$, as modeled by $P$’s want-model. The occurrence of $x$ is therefore accompanied by a transition firing in both $P$’s want-model and $P$’s can-model.
− On the second occasion, $x$ is not wanted by $P$. The action takes place and is accompanied by a transition firing in $P$’s can-model, but no transition fires in $P$’s want-model.

If the transition firing in $P$’s want-model had side-effects, causing updates to $P$’s local storage, then these updates would happen on the first occasion but not on the second. However, the updates that result in $P$ from engagement in $x$ should reflect only the semantics of the $x$ action and should not be affected by whether the action is wanted or not. See [3] for further discussion of this.
3 Progress Analysis

Our aim is to construct workflows that are bound to complete. The strategy for doing this is in two parts:

– Defining conditions for progress, which ensure that a workflow will not rest indefinitely in one state.
– Defining further conditions for guaranteed completion, which ensure that the workflow does not cycle and so progress will always arrive at a Completion State.

This section and the next (Section 4) are concerned with the first part, namely that workflow will always progress. The second part, namely that workflow will always complete, is addressed in Section 5.

Progress analysis is based on examination of the topology of the can- and want-models. The key idea is that progress relies on the occurrence of actions that are solicited by the want-model, but must not be jeopardized by occurrence of spontaneous actions.

3.1 Simplifying Assumptions

In the initial treatment of progress we will make the following assumptions:

1. The can-model consists of a composition of stored-state machines.
2. The states of the want-model are expressed as Boolean combinations of the states of the can-model.

We relax these assumptions in Section 4.

3.2 Topological Composition

In order to analyze the topology of a can-model represented as a composition we need to be able to combine the multiple models into a single machine. We describe a technique for doing this below. This technique only applies to stored-state machines; we describe how to handle derived-state machines later, in Section 4.2.

As a basis for combining machines, we define a representation of a stored-state machine as a tuple $P = \langle A_P, \Sigma_P, \Gamma_P, \Delta_P \rangle$ where:

$A_P$ is the alphabet of $P$, the set of events which $P$ will either accept or refuse. Elements range over $x, y, \ldots$.

$\Sigma_P$ is a finite set of states of $P$. Elements range over $\sigma_i, \sigma_j, \ldots$. 

Γₚ ⊆ (Λₚ × Σₚ) is a binary relation. ⟨x, σᵢ⟩ ∈ Γₚ means that x can be accepted by P when P is in state σᵢ. ⟨x, σⱼ⟩ /∈ Γₚ means that x is refused by P when P is in state σⱼ.

Δₚ is a total mapping Γₚ → Σₚ that defines for each member of Γₚ the next state that P adopts as a result of accepting an event. So Δₚ(⟨x, σₖ⟩) = σᵢ means that if P accepts x when in state σₖ it will then adopt state σᵢ.

Note that this kind of representation is defined for stored-state machines, where the next state that a machine adopts as the result of an action is driven by topological rules (embodied in the function Δ). It is not defined for derived-state machines as their behavior cannot be depicted in pure topological form.

Suppose we have two stored-state machines, P and Q. Using the semantics of CSP || composition we can create a representation of P || Q as follows:

Λₚ∥Q = Λₚ ∪ ΛQ
Σₚ∥Q = Σₚ × ΣQ (the Cartesian product of Σₚ and ΣQ)

Given a ∈ Λₚ∥Q and a state ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩ ∈ Σₚ∥Q, we determine whether ⟨x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩⟩ ∈ Γₚ∥Q as follows:

(x ∈ Λₚ ∧ ⟨x, σₚ⟩ /∈ Γₚ) ⇒ (x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩) /∈ Γₚ∥Q
(x ∈ ΛQ ∧ ⟨x, σₚ⟩ /∈ ΓQ) ⇒ (x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩) /∈ Γₚ∥Q
Otherwise:
(x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩) ∈ Γₚ∥Q

And we construct Δₚ∥Q(⟨x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩⟩) as follows:

(x ∈ Λₚ ∧ ⟨x, σₚ⟩ /∈ Δₚ) ⇒ Δₚ∥Q(⟨x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩⟩) = (Δₚ(⟨x, σₚ⟩), σₚ)
(x /∈ Λₚ ∧ ⟨x, σₚ⟩ ∈ Δₚ) ⇒ Δₚ∥Q(⟨x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩⟩) = (σₚ, ΔₚQ(⟨x, σₚ⟩))
Otherwise:
Δₚ∥Q(⟨x, ⟨σₚ, σₚ⟩⟩) = (Δₚ(⟨x, σₚ⟩), ΔₚQ(⟨x, σₚ⟩))

Because of the simplifying assumption from Section 3.1, that the can-model comprises only stored-state machines, we can use this procedure repeatedly to render any can-model as a single topological representation.

3.3 Analysis Model

Suppose that, using the procedure above, we have a can-model expressed as a single stored-state machine. We can distinguish between the transitions of this machine as follows:

- Where a transition is possible (allowed by the can-model) but not wanted (by the want-model) it is termed a c-transition.
- Where a transition is possible (allowed by the can-model) and wanted (by the want model) it is termed a w-transition.

Because we assume (assumption 2 in Section 3.1) that the states of want-model are Boolean expressions of the states of the can-model, the state function of any want-model is single valued for a given state of the can-model (once expressed
as a single machine as described above). This means that it is possible to make an unambiguous designation of every transition in the analysis-model as either a c-transition or a w-transition.

The resultant model is called the analysis-model. Figure 5 shows the analysis-model of the expense claim workflow, and shows the w-transitions as solid arrows and the c-transitions as dashed arrows. The analysis of progress and completion of a workflow is performed using this model. It is important to understand that the role of the analysis-model is only to support reasoning about progress and it does not usurp the role of being the design of the workflow; this role remains with the individual can- and want-models (such as those shown in Figures 3 and 4).

3.4 Types of States

As a basis for progress analysis we classify the states in the analysis-model. Suppose that the set of states of the analysis-model is denoted by $\Sigma$. We distinguish different kinds of state in $\Sigma$ as follows.

Initial State. A state $\sigma \in \Sigma$ is an Initial State if and only if it is not the end state of any transition (either a c-transition or a w-transition).

Completion State. A state $\sigma \in \Sigma$ is a Completion State if and only if no further action is wanted, whether it is possible (allowed by the can-model) or not.
**Safe State.** A state $\sigma \in \Sigma$ is a Safe State if and only if it is either a Completion State, or it is the start state of at least one w-transition and every w-transition from $\sigma$ leads to a Safe State.

Note that this is not a partitioning of the states of $\Sigma$: there may be states that do not qualify as any of these, and states that qualify as more than one type (see Figure 5). Note also that there is no requirement that a Completion State has no outgoing transitions, only that *no transition is wanted*, whether any transition is possible or not.

### 3.5 Well-Formedness

The analysis-model of a properly engineered workflow must have the following properties:

1. It has at least one Initial State and at least one Completion State.
2. Every Initial State has at least one outgoing c-transition and no outgoing w-transition.
3. Two successive w-transitions (one entering a state and the other leaving it) cannot be for the same action.
4. Every Completion State should be a *business completion* of the workflow, in the sense that no party involved expects anything further to happen to complete the business transaction managed by the workflow.

Properties 2 and 3 merit explanation. Property 2, requiring that an Initial State has no outgoing w-transition, ensures that the workflow cannot solicit instances of itself, otherwise the system would flood with instances. Property 3, requiring that we never have two successive w-transitions for the same action, means that once an agent performs a solicited action it disappears from her to-do list, otherwise it is not possible to give a clear definition of an Operator Commitment (OC).

We will assume that every workflow has these four properties.

### 3.6 Operational Commitments

As stated in Section 2.1, we take it that solicited actions are subject to an OC and now define exactly what this means in the model. We take it that:

- For every action, $x$, that can be solicited, the associated OC defines a time, $OC(x)$, within which the agent undertakes to perform the action.
- An OC *only* applies to actions solicited by the workflow. Our assumption is that an action that is possible but not wanted will not appear on any agent’s to-do list (although it must still be possible to do this action).
- The clock against which performance of the OC for $x$ is measured starts ticking at the point where workflow first enters a state with an outgoing w-transition for $x$, at which time $x$ appears on the agent’s to-do list. The clock remains ticking until the workflow enters a state with no outgoing w-transition for $x$, at which time $x$ disappears from the agent’s to-do list.
The OC means that the agent undertakes not to let $x$ remain on his/her to-do list once the clock reaches $OC(x)$. The normal reason that $x$ disappears from the agent’s to-do list is that the agent performs $x$ (supplies an $x$ message to the workflow). However there is no implication that this is the only reason. Before the clock reaches $OC(x)$ a different action, either solicited or spontaneous, may move the workflow to a state that has no outgoing w-transition for $x$ and so it is removed from the agent’s to-do list. In our expense claim workflow this happens if the employee withdraws the claim when it is in state $f.i$, in which case the entries on the supervisor’s to-do list to either pass or reject the claim would disappear without the supervisor doing either. Note also that the well-formedness property 3 in Section 3.5 means that performing a possible and wanted action always causes it to cease to be possible and wanted, otherwise an agent could perform an action but find that it obstinately persists on the to-do list.

Suppose that $\sigma$ is a Safe State of a workflow but not a Completion State, and that $WT(\sigma)$ is the set of actions with w-transitions leaving $\sigma$. By the definition of Safe State we are guaranteed that $WT(\sigma)$ is not empty. The time that the workflow can rest in this state is bounded above by:

$$\min_{x \in WT(\sigma)} (OC(x))$$

The workflow cannot remain in $\sigma$ longer than this without an OC being violated.

### 3.7 Sufficient Conditions for Progress

Based on the above, we can state a sufficient condition for a workflow that starts at an Initial State and is “kicked-off” by a c-transition to maintain progress: **Every c-transition in the analysis-model of the workflow ends at a Safe State.** A short argument shows that this guarantees that the workflow will not rest indefinitely in a given state.

Suppose that the workflow is in a Safe State that is not a Completion State. If an action takes place, it must either be a c-transition or a w-transition. By virtue of the condition given above, a c-transition will take the workflow to a Safe State. By virtue of the definition of Safe State, a w-transition will also take the workflow to a Safe State. Moreover, by well-formedness condition 2 in Section 3.5, the first ("kick-off") transition must be a c-transition and so take the workflow to a Safe State. This means that once the workflow has started it can never leave the subgraph of Safe States. Because, as shown above, the time that a workflow can remain in a Safe State that is not a Completion State is bounded, a workflow that is not in Completion State must progress.

Progress is not enough to guarantee that the workflow will complete. If it contains a cycle of Safe States none of which is a Completion State, a workflow could cycle indefinitely. Section 5 discusses the further conditions required to ensure completion.
3.8 Discussion

By virtue of the want-model we are able to model the motivation in a workflow. Modeling motivation allows us to define “Safe States”, states where the progress of workflow is guaranteed. To ensure progression, a workflow must be designed so that it moves through Safe States from start to finish. The want-model combined with the OCs can be thought of as providing “liveness” to the workflow, meaning that it can never get stuck in a non-completion state.

Figure 5 shows progress analysis for the expense claim workflow. The two machines, EC1 and EC2, of the can-model in Figure 3 have been composed to form a single topological representation using the procedure given in Section 3.2. Then the want-model, EW1 and EW2, in Figure 4 has been used to classify each transition as either a c-transition or a w-transition. Finally, the states have been classified according to the rules in Section 3.4. As each c-transition in the resultant graph ends at a Safe State, the progress condition is established.

4 Relaxation of Assumptions

In this section we relax the two simplifying assumptions made in Section 3.1.

4.1 Workflow with Authorization Rule

The first simplifying assumption is that the can-model consists of a composition of stored-state machines, and we now consider a workflow rule based on a
data value that requires a derived-state machine in the can-model. Consider the following change to the expense claim workflow: The Manager is only required to authorize claims that are over $100.

To design the change to the workflow for this new rule we need to answer the question: should it be possible for the Manager to authorize claims which are not over $100, even though such authorization is not wanted? Initially we will assume that the answer to this is No (with the answer Yes considered later in Section 4.3).

In the light of this decision, the modified can-model is shown in Figure 6. A new machine EC3 has been added that only allows the Authorize action to take place if the value of the claim is over $100, and the other processes are unchanged. The new machine has a derived state, based on the attribute claim_value owned by EC1. The maintenance of this attribute by EC1 has been shown explicitly in Figure 6: it is set when the claim is submitted, and updated if the claim is corrected.

The modified want-model is shown in Figure 7. The change required here is the addition of EW3 that states that Authorize is only wanted if EC3 is in state over $100 (label (n)). Note that Authorize is now in the alphabets of both EW1 and EW3 and, by the semantics of CSP composition, this means that it is wanted if and only if both of these machines say so.

4.2 Analysis of Revised Workflow

We can now proceed to analyze the revised version for progress. In order to perform the analysis, we need to represent the can-model as a single stored machine. The new machine, EC3, of the can-model is a derived-state machine, but the topological composition procedure in Section 3.2 is only defined for stored-state machines. However it is possible to create a stored-state approximation of a
derived-state machine called the connected form of the machine for the purpose of analysis. This is done in three steps:

1. Form the state space as that defined by the machine’s state function.
2. Add transitions between the states to create a topological surrogate for the state function.
3. Create transitions representing the constraints of the original machine, but in topologically connected form.

Figure 8 shows the connected form representation, \( EC3^* \), for the machine \( EC3 \) from Figure 6. Step 1 identifies the two states: \{ \text{over $100}, \text{not over $100} \} \) and to these a starting state (black dot) is added. In step 2, transitions (shown as dashed for graphical emphasis) are added as a surrogate for the state function. In step 3, the transition for \( \text{Authorize} \) is shown as both starting and ending at the state \( \text{over $100} \) as the action can only happen from this state and leaves the state unchanged.

Step 2 merits some elaboration. The transitions that need to be added in this step (those shown as dashed arrows in Figure 8) are identified as follows:

- The state function is examined to determine the set of attributes referenced in the calculation. In this case, it is just \( EC1.claim.value \).
- The machine(s) that own these attributes are examined to determine which transitions cause their values to change. In this case it is \( \text{Submit} \) and \( \text{Correct} \) in \( EC1 \) as can be seen from the update bubbles attached to these transitions in Figure 6.
- Corresponding transitions are added to each state of the connected form machine being constructed, according to how they can alter the state. In this case \( \text{Submit} \) can create the claim in either state; and \( \text{Correct} \) may or may not change the state from \( \text{over $100} \) to \( \text{not over $100} \) or vice-versa.

Whereas the state function tells us exactly the effect of actions on the state, the surrogate transitions show, and can only show, the possibilities. Generally, the
transitions added in step 2 create a machine that is non-deterministic. While the original machine $EC_3$ in Figure 6 is deterministic the connected form in Figure 8 is not. However, the connected form machine is purely for analysis and does not replace the derived-state version in the definition of the workflow. Further examples and discussion about this procedure can be found in [1].
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**Fig. 9.** Expense Claim Process with Authorization Rule: Analysis-Model

The three machines $EC_1$, $EC_2$ and $EC_3^*$ can now be combined using the procedure defined in Section 3.2 and progress analysis carried out as before. The result is shown in Figure 9 which essentially represents two copies of Figure 5, one for each value of the two states of $EC_3$. It is clear from this diagram that the modified workflow meets the conditions for progress.

### 4.3 Topology and Data

The second simplifying assumption in Section 3.1 is that the states of the want-model are expressed as **Boolean combinations of the states of the can-model**. We illustrate relaxation of this assumption by supposing that the Manager can authorize any claim, but is only **solicited to do so by the workflow** when the claim is over $100$. 
The change needed is to remove EC3 from the can-model, so that possibility of the Authorize action is not contingent on the value of the claim. However, in the want-model we need to retain the rule that Authorize is only wanted if the claim is over $100, and this means that we need to retain the calculated state \( (c \text{ and } n) \) shown in Figure 7. As \( (n) \) is a state of EC3, rather than remove EC3 we just remove the outgoing transition for Authorize (as we have shown in EC3’ in Figure 10), so that the machine models states used in the want-model (over $100 and not over $100) but does not constrain any actions. The result of this is that the new analysis-model looks exactly as shown in Figure 9, except that there is a c-transition for Authorize from the state labeled \( (c,j,m) \) (on the left hand side of the diagram) to a new state labeled \( (e,j,m) \), representing the fact that this is still possible even if the claim is for less that $100. The state labeled \( (c,j,m) \) is still a Completion State of the workflow as there are no outstanding wanted actions, and so the progress analysis of the workflow is unchanged as we would expect.

This example illustrates that we can use derived-state machines to represent distinctions in data, in this case whether the value of the claim is over $100 or not, whether these affect can-model behavior or not, and this provides a general approach to converting data into topology for analysis purposes. If a given topological state, \( \sigma \), in the can-model represents multiple execution states of the workflow that differ in the value of some attribute \( a \), then the introduction of a new machine with derived states based on different values of \( a \) can be used to split \( \sigma \) into multiple states in the topological composition procedure. Thus it is always possible to arrange that the states of the can-model are sufficiently granular to be used as the basis for the states of the want-model, as required by the second assumption in Section 3.1.

5 Guaranteed Completion

So far we have focused on the conditions for progress: ensuring that a workflow will not rest indefinitely in one state. As pointed out in Section 3, the presence of cycles in the model may mean that a workflow may cycle through Safe States without reaching a Completion State. In this section we discuss further conditions on the workflow that ensure it does not cycle in a way that prevents completion. We will see that cycling can be prevented by either data or time, and address these in turn.

If a well-formed workflow obeys the progress rules set out in Section 3 and has no cycle that is not limited either by data or time, it is described as being GC (for Guaranteed Completion). A workflow that is GC is bound to complete in finite time.
5.1 Cycles

In all cases, the consideration of cycles is in the analysis-model of the workflow (see Section 3.3).

Data Limited Cycling Consider the following change to the expense claim process: Instead of being able to resubmit a claim only once after it has been failed...
by the Supervisor, an Employee can correct and resubmit a claim up to 5 times. The changes required to the can-model are shown in Figure 10. This modification adds a new derived-state machine, $EC4$, to the can-model which prevents the Supervisor from choosing $Fail$ (which would allow the Employee another round of $Correct$ and $Resubmit$) if the Employee has already resubmitted at least 5 times. The want-model does not need any change. Note that the Supervisor is presented with up to three possibilities, depending on what the can-model allows, in her to-do list for a resubmitted claim: $Pass$, $Fail$ or $Reject$.

In order to create the analysis-model we need to create a connected form version of the new derived-state can-model machine $EC4$, shown in Figure 11. The resultant analysis-model contain a cycle involving $Resubmit$ and $Fail$ between the two states $(d,i,m/n,p)$ and $(f,i,m/n,p)$, and in principle this cycle could continue indefinitely and prevent completion. However, it is easy to reason that the cycle will always exit by noting that the State Function for state $p$ in $EC4$ in Figure 10 means that:

$$\text{resubmits} < 5$$

is an invariant of state $p$. As the $Submit$ action sets the $\text{resubmits}$ count to zero and the $Resubmit$ action increments it by 1 in $EC1'$, $Resubmit$ can only terminate finitely often at state $p$ in $EC4'$. So eventually a $Resubmit$ in must terminate at state $o$ which exits the cycle. Reasoning of this kind can generally be used to show where a cycle is data limited.

**Time Limited Cycling** The idea of a time limited cycle is that exit of the cycle is forced by an Operational Commitment (OC). Suppose that we have a workflow with action alphabet $\Lambda$ whose analysis-model exhibits a cycle involving a set of states $C$. Suppose however that:

$$\exists x \in A \text{ such that } \forall \sigma \in C, x \in WT(\sigma)$$

We show that the OC on action $x$ will force exit. First note that the action $x$ cannot form part of the cycle (have starting and ending states both in $C$) for, if this were the case, the ending state would have incoming and outgoing w-transitions for $x$ in violation of well-formedness condition 3 in Section 3.5. So $x$ must leave the cycle. Secondly, as $x$ is both possible and wanted for all states of $C$, $x$ will remain on some agent’s to-do list for as long as the workflow remains in the cycle. As this cannot be longer than $OC(x)$ the workflow must leave the cycle within this time.

An example of a time limited cycle is that formed by the action $Correct$ on the state $d,i$ in Figure 5. In this case, the cycle has a single state and this state is the start of two w-transitions, $Withdraw$ and $Resubmit$.

In theory, if $Correct$ is done infinitely fast, it could be done infinitely often before the cycle is exited by $Withdraw$ or $Resubmit$. However we will discount this possibility and take it that traces are finite in length.
5.2 Workflow Response Time

Suppose that we have a trace, $T$, of the workflow which has GC expressed as a sequence $\sigma_i, 0 \leq i \leq n$ of states of the analysis-model, where $\sigma_0$ is an Initial State and $\sigma_n$ is the first encounter of a Completion State. We will now construct the longest time that the workflow can take to follow this trace.

First we form the function $t(i, x)$ for $1 < i < n$ and $x \in \Lambda$ as follows:

1. $\maxrest(i) = \min_{y \in \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_i)} (t(i, y))$

2. $x \in \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_i)$ and $x \notin \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_{i-1}) \Rightarrow t(i, x) = \text{OC}(x)$

3. $x \in \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_i)$ and $x \in \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_{i-1}) \Rightarrow t(i, x) = t(i-1, x) - \maxrest(i-1)$

4. $x \notin \mathbb{W}T(\sigma_i) \Rightarrow t(i, x)$ is undefined.

Here, $t(i, x)$ represents the time that an action $x$ that is possible and wanted in state $\sigma_i$ has left before breach of its OC occurs; and $\maxrest(i)$ is the maximum time that the workflow can remain in state $\sigma_i$ without violation of any OC. Equation (1) says that $\maxrest(i)$ is the minimum of the OC times remaining for any possible and wanted action in state $\sigma_i$. Equation (2) says that the time remaining for an action that becomes possible and wanted at the $i$th step is the OC time of that action. Equation (3) says that the time remaining for an action in that is possible and wanted at the $i$th step and was also possible and wanted at the $(i-1)$th step, is reduced by the time that the workflow spends in the $(i-1)$th step.

Note that $t(i, x)$ can be computed because:
- The GC condition requires that all states for $0 < i < n$ are Safe States with $\mathbb{W}T(\sigma_i) \neq \emptyset$.
- By the definition of Initial State, $\mathbb{W}T(\sigma_0) = \emptyset$.

The maximum time for the trace $T$ is then:

$$\sum_{0 \leq i \leq n} \maxrest(i)$$

This can be used to determine whether the end-to-end response time of a workflow conforms to limits that are specified in an SLA (Service Level Agreement) based on the OC limits specified in the various OLAs (Operation-Level Agreement) for the actions involved. In theory, all traces of the workflow would need to be analyzed to determine the maximum response time, which is possible as the absence of cycles means that the number of traces is finite. In practice, a few key paths are important and the analysis does not need to be exhaustive.

5.3 Agent Reliability

The approach to “guaranteed completion” described in this paper is essentially dependent on the reliability of the agents involved to honor their OCs. Clearly if OCs are not obeyed there is no guarantee of either progress or completion. In practice, two techniques are used to assure adherence to OC timings.
Where a human agent reacts to items presented in a workflow to-do list, items that are most urgent (nearest to risking violation of an OC) can be moved to the top of the list, high-lighted, or transferred to an “expedite!” list. Where this is not sufficient, or other factors are involved, a time-out can be used. This can be viewed as an action supplied by a clock, which is taken to be a fully reliable agent. Using time-outs can ensure that no Safe State of the workflow lacks a w-transition supplied by a reliable agent. However the time-out will probably put the workflow into some kind of exception state where special action is needed to get it back on track.

6 Related Work

The introduction of the concept of motivation, and construction of a notion of progress based around motivation, is a central theme of this paper. As far as we know our work is the first to explore this idea. The focus of this section is therefore to explain the differences between our work and the other main approaches to the description and analysis of workflow in the published literature.

6.1 Reachability and Soundness

The most common notion used in the analysis of workflow properties is that of reachability and the related one of soundness, in particular as summarized by van der Aalst et al. [22]. This kind of analysis determines whether or not a workflow can reach a specified terminal state or states, and thus whether it can complete. No distinction between solicited and non-solicited actions is needed in the context of reachability analysis, as it is performed on the basis of the can-model alone. This is a weaker result than the one to which we aspire, as we aim to address service guarantee and this requires that completion is certain, not just possible.

6.2 Liveness and Fairness

Concepts of liveness and fairness are stronger than reachability, being concerned with whether a system is bound to reach a desired state; and such questions clearly bear resemblance to the question of whether a workflow is bound to complete. Liveness and fairness have been studied widely and these studies have spawned a variety of definitions and analytical approaches. The main focus of the work has been the study of models that are non-deterministic as the result of concurrency, as discussed by Kindler [7]. Here the challenge is to establish sufficient constraints on the non-deterministic choices made in the system to ensure liveness. As papers in this area (such as those by Owicki and Lamport [17] and by Giannakopoulou et al. [6]) explain, this requires that the non-deterministic choices obey fairness constraints that place conditions on sequences of choices without determining individual choices. The non-determinacy in our workflow
models is of a limited kind, being associated with which action, of all those possible, takes place next. This is sometimes called external non-determinism. However, we are not concerned to determine constraints on this non-determinism to achieve liveness (completion). Rather, we are concerned to show that under all possible choices of next action (provided OCs are obeyed) the workflow will complete.

Note that there is a more limited meaning of the term fair that is associated not with non-determinism, but with loops. This is the sense in which, for instance, Kindler uses the term in his discussion of workflow [8]. This, different, notion of fairness only concerns that cyclic behavior is limited; and this issue is relevant to our work as discussed in Section 5. Our treatment is the same as Kindler’s, except that Kindler does not consider time limited cycles.

6.3 Time in Workflow Models

Our discussion of timing, as given in Section 5.2, is very basic. Other authors have considered time and temporal constraints in workflow using more sophisticated approaches, in particular:

- Modeling workflow using variants of standard modeling formalisms in which the states of the model encode time as well as data. Execution traces then explicitly represent the progress of time, as well as the evolution of the data and state of the process, allowing standard model proving techniques to explore temporal properties of the workflow. This approach is used, for example, by Kazhamiakin et al. [16] who introduce a timed version of Labeled Transition Systems, and by van der Aalst [20] who embeds a representation of time into Petri Net modeling.

- Layering a temporal constraint language over the top of a process model to describe and reason about the ability of a process to meet timing requirements. This normally involves arguing about whether constraints in the small (at the level of activities) are compatible with constraints in the large (end-to-end). This approach is explored, for instance, by Bettini et. al [4] and by Marjanovic and Orłowska [14].

Both such approaches could be used with the modeling approach described in this paper to provide tools that allow a more sophisticated treatment of time. This would require extension or adaption of the techniques to handle the difference between c-transitions and w-transitions, but there seems to us no reason in principle why this should not be done.

6.4 Modal Specification

There is apparent similarity between our scheme and formalisms that allow a modal dimension to the specification of behavior: two examples are Modal Transition Systems (MTS) and Live Sequence Charts (LSC). However the semantics of both MTS and LCS differ significantly, but in different ways, from the semantics of our motivation modeling.
In MTS [11] transitions are classed as required, possible or not possible in a manner that appears similar to the scheme using can- and want-models described here. However the distinctions in MTS refer to the degree of certainty in a specification, rather an expression of motivation in the final system. As D’Ippolito et al. say when describing MTS: In MTS, each transition can be either required or maybe. The latter means that it is not yet certain if the interaction modeled by the transition is required or prohibited in the final system. [12]. The use of maybe in MTS therefore reflects looseness or incompleteness in a specification which is expected to be tightened by refinement. This is clearly quite different from the semantics we describe.

The LCS [19] formalism extends Message Sequence Charts in various ways, including the ability to specify whether behavior beyond a location in the chart is mandatory or “provisional”. If a location on a LSC is designated hot, behavior depicted beyond that point is bound to happen; whereas if a location is designated cold behavior is possible but not guaranteed. The guarantee of occurrence of mandatory behavior is semantically similar to the fulfilment of a post-condition, where arrival at the hot location forms the pre-condition; so failure of mandatory behavior to take place represents a failure of the system to meet its specification. This contrasts with the semantics of a w-transition which is only bound to happen in so far as the external agent obeys her OC. Non-occurrence could be because some other transition happens first and does not impugn the model in any way.

Perhaps the key point is that motivation, as embodied in the want-model, concerns a relationship between the software system and the agents outside who interact with it. Modal specification formalisms (such as MTS and LCS) on the other hand are only concerned with the specification of the software itself.

6.5 Treatment of Data

Our aim is to provide a capability to model and analyze applications that have significant data. We do this using a modeling language (Protocol Modeling) that has the capability to model data and behavior and the relationship between the two. We face the well known problem that behavioral properties (such as liveness and soundness) are analyzed as topological properties. Our solution to this is to provide a means of translating behavioral rules based on data into a topological form as described in Section 4.3. The same technique is used by Sidorova et al. [13] working with Petri nets who characterize it as Checking Correctness in the Presence of Data While Staying Conceptual. As we do, they use this technique to extend the scope of formal model proving techniques by representing data as topology. This suggests that this technique may have general utility.
7 Future Work

The ideas presented in this paper can be extended to distributed workflows, using a choreography to describe the interaction (see Fu et al. [23], Honda et al. [10], Lanese et al. [9] and McNeile [1]). The idea is that Guaranteed Completion (GC) in the distributed workflow can be established by:

- GC analysis of each participant, to show that each participant will complete; and
- GC analysis of the choreography used between the participants, to show that the collaboration between the participants will complete.

Future work will address the techniques and proofs required to address guaranteed completion in distributed workflows using these ideas.

8 Conclusion

The increasing focus on business process management, service based collaborations and outsourcing means that the ability to ensure that workflows will complete and thus support Service Level Agreements is increasingly important. We have shown how to model motivation in workflows as an active agent in ensuring progress and completion. We have shown how this is done in local (non-distributed workflow), and in distributed workflow using choreography techniques.

The ideas presented here can contribute to the development of more powerful techniques for the design and verification of e-commerce applications and cross-enterprise workflow to ensure that they will always progress to completion. Such techniques are particularly needed where service level agreements require guaranteed response and non-compliance has financial penalty implications.
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